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Abstract. This paper describes an adaptive search suggestion system
based on case–based reasoning techniques, and details an evaluation of
its usefulness in helping users employ better search strategies. A user experiment with 24 participants was conducted using a between–subjects
design. One group received search suggestions for the first two out of
three tasks, while the other didn’t. Results indicate a correlation between search success, expressed as number of relevant documents saved,
and use of suggestions. In addition, users who received suggestions used
significantly more of the advanced tools and options of the search system
— even after suggestions were switched off during a later task.

1

Introduction

While nowadays information search technology is pervasive, and it is used by
the larger public instead of just search professionals or search intermediaries,
the effective use of these information retrieval (IR) technologies by end–users
remains a challenge [10, 26]. Many modern information retrieval systems provide
functionalities beyond those of low–level search actions, but rarely do they support users in finding the right tactic for the right situation [8], i.e. help searchers
choose the most appropriate or useful action in a specific situation during a long
search session to implement an overall search strategy.
Novices often try to express several concepts at once, and either over– or
under–specify their requests [23]. If they reformulate their query, they mostly
use parallel movements or add terms to their original query [24]. They have
difficulties finding a set of search terms that captures their information need
and brings a useful result set [11]. Rarely do they employ anything resembling
sophisticated search strategies [9], and often they even use counter–productive
moves. Search experts on the other hand have access to effective information
finding strategies, that enable them to interact with the system to achieve good
retrieval results, depending on the history of their interaction so far, and the
result currently displayed [11]. Furthermore, users rarely know how and when to
use advanced search features or tools to the best effect [21].
This is especially problematic when users work on complex search problems,
such as researching viewpoints to support an argumentation. Users engage in
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long interactive search sessions and don’t expect to find all their answers as a
result of a single query. And while there has been extensive work in supporting
users in executing specific moves, tactics or stratagems (to use the terminology
introduced by Bates [4]), such sessions are rarely supported by common systems.
This is where automatic search assistance can be of help. In this paper a
system for situational search suggestions is described, and an evaluation of its
usefulness is presented. Three main questions were examined: do users who receive suggestions search more successfully over the course of the complete session,
do they use more advanced options, and can they learn from these suggestions.

2

Providing strategic help

Search strategies can be seen as plans for completing search tasks, encompassing
many tactics and stratagems used in the process of an information search [4]. To
use such a strategy, users need to select the appropriate stratagems or tactics
supported by the system. However, searching is an opportunistic process and
search goals can shift throughout the task [27]. It is often more fruitful for
a searcher to follow promising opportunities that arise from previous results,
instead of sticking to a straight path towards the perfect result set. Järvelin [17]
showed that search sessions using individually ineffective queries may actually
be more effective than long single queries, depending on how costs and benefits
of interactive IR sessions are considered in the evaluation of search success.
Therefore, users need to recognize these strategic opportunities during a session and use the strategic options available to maneuver out of dead–ends. Unfortunately, users rarely exploit the advanced capabilities and features of modern
search systems, even if these would improve their search. They might not be
aware of their existence, might not understand them, or don’t know in which
situation they could be effectively employed. Search systems providing strategic assistance can improve search effectiveness by suggesting the use of these
advanced features or options automatically [15].
Drabenstott [10] studied the use of domain expert strategies by nondomain
experts, and concluded that there is a “need for system features that scaffold
nondomain experts from their usual strategies to the strategies characteristic of
domain experts.” Wildemuth [26] pointed out that current IR systems offer little
support to help searchers formulate or reformulate effective search strategies.
In [8] Brajnik et al. describe a strategic help system based on collaborative
coaching, which tries to assist users by providing them with suggestions and
hints during so–called critical or enhanceable situations. The system uses a handcrafted knowledge base of 94 production rules to provide suggestions based on
the tactics and stratagems proposed by Bates [3, 4]. The strategic help module
was integrated into FIRE, a user-interface to a Boolean IR system. Only six
people participated in the user evaluation, but the results showed promise for
the usefulness of strategic suggestions.
Bhavnani et al. [7] introduce the idea of Strategy Hubs, which provide domain
specific search procedures for web search. While domain specific strategies may

not be transferable to a general search system, they also noted the importance
of procedural search knowledge in addition to system and domain knowledge,
and the need to make such knowledge explicit within the search system.
Jansen and McNeese evaluated the effectiveness of automated search assistance in a within–subject study with 40 participants (although only 30 of them
actually used the search assistance provided), and found that automated assistance can improve the performance of the searcher depending on how performance is measured. However, it was also noted, that about half of the participants actually did not perform better, and that automated assistance should to
be targeted and possibly personalized to achieve the best results [16].

3

The suggestion tool

We developed a suggestion tool using case–based reasoning techniques for the
Daffodil system to support users with useful strategic search advice. Daffodil
[12] is a digital library search system offering a rich set of tools that experienced
users can employ in their search. However, previous user experiments showed
that inexperienced users have problems utilizing these tools [19].
For the experiment described in this paper, a stripped down version of Daffodil was used (shown in fig. 1). It contains a search tool for querying digital
libraries using a fielded search form (the available fields are “title”, “author”,
“year”, and “free–text”). The search supports Boolean queries and phrases. Results from different sources are combined and ranked. A search history shows all
previous queries of the user, and allows for re–use and editing of queries. Relevant
documents (as well as queries, terms, or authors) can be stored in a clipboard.
A detail viewer shows a short summary of a result document, including abstract
and a full–text link where available. Details can be shown either for documents
in the result list or for documents stored in the clipboard. The document details
are interactive, and links for authors, keywords, or terms can be used to run
new queries, modify the current one, or call other tools. In addition, a number
of support tools were provided:
–
–
–
–
–
–

extraction of popular terms and authors from the result list
extraction of terms and authors from relevant documents in the clipboard
display of related terms for the current query
a thesaurus with synonyms, super– or subordinate concepts, and definitions
an author network showing co–author relationships for a selected author
a classification browser for the search domain

The suggestion system itself has been described previously [20], and consists of
three main components. The observing agent triggers after every search to collect
information about the current query, the returned results, and the search history
of the user. From these, a case is constructed that is used by the reasoning agent
to match against previously stored cases. Those suggestions that were found to
be appropriate solutions for similar cases are collected and ranked.

Fig. 1. The Daffodil desktop: search tool (left), search history (top center), clipboard
(top right), detail view (bottom center), and Related Terms (bottom right)

The suggestion tool adapts these weighted suggestions for the current situation and offers them to the user. Users can either ignore the offer, or call up a
ranked list of suggestions with a graphical bar for each list entry indicating the
estimated likelihood of the suggestion being useful in the current situation. The
suggestions come with a short explanation of their purpose and usage scenario,
and most allow for direct execution by simple double–click.
3.1

Suggestions

The suggestions provided by the suggestion tool were compiled from the information science literature, e.g. from [3, 4, 14, 13], and supplemented by suggestions
specific to problems discovered during user experiments with the Daffodil system [19, 25]. 22 suggestions have been included, which can be grouped as
– terminological suggestions (use of spelling variants, related terms, synonyms,
subordinate or superordinate concepts)
– suggestions regarding use of operators and search fields (use of disjunction
instead of conjunction, use of phrase operators, use of title or free–text field,
restricting by years or authors)
– strategic suggestions (creating conceptual facets, pearl growing using a document previously saved as relevant, avoiding overspecification, author search)
– suggestions for advanced tools of the Daffodil system (computation of
co–author network, browsing the classification, filters to extract result list,
extracting terms from relevant documents or result sets)

3.2

Finding suggestions

Techniques from case–based reasoning are used to find and rank the most appropriate suggestions for the user’s search situation. Belkin and colleagues [5]
previously proposed a case–based reasoning approach for designing an interactive IR system. They applied this in the MERIT system to provide a script–based
interaction with the system, based on cases that are associated with specific regions of the ISS space defined in [6].
In the scenario described in this paper cases are previous search situations of
other users, and their solutions are specific suggestions that were found useful by
those users. Users can judge suggestions as useful or not useful for their current
situation, thereby adding to the case base. The cases are composed of a number
of aspects which are used for comparing cases and to compute similarities. These
aspects all fall within one of three categories: numeric values (e.g., number of
results), sets of terms (e.g., the query terms), or vectors of term weights (e.g.,
popular terms extracted from a result set with number of occurrences per term).
After every search action of the user, a new situation is compiled and the
reasoning component retrieves the most similar cases for each available solution
from the database, with a cut–off value of 50% — i.e. no cases with a similarity
score of less than 0.5 compared to the current situation are used.
The similarity simT (a, b) of two situations a and b is computed as the
weighted mean (using weights wk ) of the individual similarity scores simk of
the various aspects of a situation.
For selecting and ranking the suggestions that will be presented to the user as
search advice, both positive and negative cases are used. Positive cases are cases
similar to the current situation for which a user has rated a specific suggestion as
useful. Correspondingly, negative cases are those where a user has rated a specific
suggestion as not useful. The use of negative cases is common for applications
of case–based reasoning in medicine, where positive and negative indicators for
treatments or diagnoses. Ontañón and Plaza [22] propose a justification based
method for deriving a confidence score. A similar method has been used here.
P
bi ∈F + (v) simT (a, bi )
P
P
(1)
pv := sv ∗
bi ∈F + (v) simT (a, bi ) +
bi ∈F − (v) simT (a, bi )
Be sv the similarity of the most similar case for a suggestion v, F + (v) the
set of similarities of all positive cases for the suggestion v and F − (v) the set of
similarities for all negative cases for v. The total weight for this suggestion is
then computed as shown in eqn. 1. The suggestions are ranked by decreasing
weights pv .
3.3

Pilot evaluation

A small scale pilot evaluation was conducted in 2007, during which 12 users
worked with the suggestion tool on a simulated, complex work task. The evaluation pointed out a number of possible improvements, but overall user reception

of the suggestions was positive. The users found the automated, non–intrusive
advice to be helpful, and implemented suggested tactics with success to further
their search task [20]. Several problems that were found during the evaluation
were fixed and the list of available suggestions has been extended. The system
has been in use since then and user ratings have expanded the case base.

4

Experiment

A user experiment was conducted to evaluate if an adaptive suggestion tool using
case-based reasoning techniques can help users search better and learn how to
use the advanced capabilities of a complex search system.
4.1

Research questions

Three major research questions drove the experiment: (1) Do the suggestions lead
to a more successful search? (2) Do the suggestions help users to use advanced
search techniques and more of the advanced tools of the system? (3) Do users
utilise these techniques and tools on their own, after having encountered them
during their use of the suggestion tool?
For the first question, the number of relevant documents saved by the users
was considered. For the second and third question, the search logs were analysed
and the use of different Daffodil tools and search fields was counted.
4.2

Participants

For the study, 24 volunteers were recruited from among students of computer science, communication science, and related subjects at the University of Duisburg–
Essen. The students, 20 male and 4 female, received extra course credit for their
participation. The age of the participants ranged from 22 to 48, with an average
age of 27.25 years (standard deviation 5.41, mode 24). Among other prestudy
questions, the participants were asked to report their previous search experience.
On a five-point Likert scale, two rated themselves as inexperienced (2), six as
moderately experienced (3), 15 as experienced (4), and one as expert (5).
Since studies [1] have shown that self-evaluation of search skill can be a poor
indicator for search performance (at least for some tasks), the participants were
also asked to describe their use of search systems in years of experience and
frequency of use. The average experience in years was 4.75 with a standard deviation of 2.45. Not all participants provided a useful estimation of their frequency
of search engine use, but 6 reported less then daily use. Of the daily users that
provided a more exact estimate, the frequency ranged between 1-35 distinct uses
of search engines per day (average 11 times per day, standard deviation 11.84).
When asked about search systems with which they are familiar, 23 of the
participants named Google, 4 named Yahoo, and 2 MSN Search or Bing. Three of
the students reported that they used desktop search systems like Google Desktop
or Beagle for Linux. Three students used digital library search systems.

4.3

Setup

For the study two systems were used, both based on the Daffodil system
described in section 3. The systems were identical, except for the inclusion of
the suggestion tool in one of them. Both contained a search tool configured to
search six digital libraries from the computer science domain.
All participants were asked to work on three complex search tasks for 20 minutes each. During this time they had to find and save as many relevant documents
as possible. Half of the participants (the assisted group) used the system with
suggestions for the first two tasks, and the normal system for the last task. The
other half (the unassisted group) used the normal system throughout the experiment. The participants were not told the purpose of the study beforehand, and
were unaware of the fact that some received search assistance and some did not.
They were assigned randomly to one of the two groups. No significant difference
in average search experience (4.83 vs. 4.67 years, p = 0.872) or self-evaluation
(both groups had a mode and median of 4, which corresponds to “experienced”
on the Likert scale used) was found between the two groups.
The tasks were selected with the document collection in mind and with the
goal of providing tasks that are similar to real work tasks. One of the tasks (1)
was modified from TREC-6 adhoc topic no. 350, while the other two tasks were
chosen to be similar in difficulty (see table 1). The order of the tasks was rotated.
Participants from both groups received an identical overview of the Daffodil search system. The assisted group was also shown the button to request
suggestions, and given an explanation on how to execute a suggestion. Rating
of suggestions was disabled during the experiment. Before each task the participants were given a textual description of the search scenario. If necessary
the task was clarified. During the timed search only technical questions were
answered, no search or terminological advice was given.

4.4

Evaluation

The Daffodil logging framework [18] was used to capture all user activities
during the search. In addition, the searchers were encouraged to think aloud
during their tasks and a note taker was present during the entire experiment.
These notes were used to clarify ambiguous log entries.
From the logs two subsets were extracted for each user and task: (a) a history
of all queries issued with the search tool, (b) a history of all uses of Daffodil’s
tools. The query log was hand–coded using the codes in table 2. The tool log was
used to compute average use of tools (table 3). Since each request for assistance
resulted in a list of suggestions from which more than one could be used, the
number of executed suggestions is slightly higher than the number of requests.
Documents saved by the participants were pooled and two relevance assessors
judged them for relevance. These blind judgements were used to calculate the
number of relevant documents saved by each searcher for each task.

Task
Health

Plagiarism

Java

Code

Description
Search for articles to answer if and how daily work with computer terminals can be hazardous to an individual’s physical or mental health.
Relevant documents describe physical problems (such as carpel tunnel, fatigue, eye strain) or mental problems (such as stress) caused or
aggravated by regular work with computer terminals.
Search for articles that describe or evaluate methods that can be used to
detect or fight plagiarism of software source code. Relevant are descriptions of methods specific to detecting software plagiarism, application
of existing methods to the domain of source code plagiarism, or comparisons of methods. Not relevant are documents dealing with plagiarism
detection for text documents.
Search for articles to argue for or against Java as a teaching language in
the first year of computer science education. Relevant are articles dealing with Java as an educational tool for teaching basic computer science
concepts, comparisons with other languages for this purpose, or general
articles describing criteria for a good teaching language. Not relevant
are articles dealing with learning or teaching Java programming.
Table 1. Task descriptions used in user experiment

avg. (stdv.)
avg. (stdv.)
Welch’s t test
with sugg.
without sugg.
t
df
p
T
add/drop term
7.50 (5.95)
12.00 (7.62)
-1.61 20.78 0.122
S
replace term
11.08 (4.89)
16.92 (8.54)
-2.05 17.51 0.055
R
replace whole query
3.33 (2.57)
6.00 (4.05)
-1.93 18.64 0.069
O
repeat a query
0.83 (1.11)
1.08 (1.31)
-0.50 21.44 0.620
F
use add./diff. fields
7.08 (5.04)
0.92 (1.78)
3.99
13.71 0.001
B
add/drop boolean op.
6.25 (6.16)
6.66 (6.92)
-0.16 21.71 0.877
C
spelling correction
2.25 (1.82)
2.42 (2.81)
-0.17 18.82 0.865
total total use
38.25 (9.35) 46.58 (15.31) -1.61 18.21 0.124
F3
use of fields (task 3)
1.75 (1.42)
0.25 (0.62)
3.35
15.05 0.004
Table 2. Number of moves made to change the query (suggestions for tasks 1 and 2).

4.5

Move

Results

Research question 1. The first question to be examined was if searchers who
received assistance from the search suggestion tool were more successful in their
searches. As can be seen in table 3, users in the assisted group issued fewer
queries then those in the group without (46.5 vs. 51.33), but not significantly
(using an unpaired Welch’s two sample t test). They viewed more document
details (79.17 vs. 51.67), but again the difference is not significant using Welch’s
t test. The difference in saved documents (38.17 vs. 23.25) is significant with
p = 0.019, but it is not clear if this would be a good indicator for search success.
Therefore, relevance judgements of independent assessors were considered.
The number of relevant documents saved on average for the three tasks by the
two groups can be seen in table 4. Users within assisted group saved significantly more relevant documents for all tasks combined (p = 0.002) as well as for

Action

avg. (stdv.)
with sugg.

Basic actions / Suggestions
Run query
46.50 (9.76)
View details
79.17 (45.47)
Save document
38.17 (14.86)
Request suggestions
8.33 (3.11)
Execute suggestion
9.50 (4.01)
Advanced actions
10.33 (6.53)
Extract terms
4.91 (4.60)
Use thesaurus
1.17 (1.75)
Change query from
4.67 (2.87)
other tool
all adv. actions (only task 1)
3.42 (2.39)
all adv. actions (only task 2)
4.25 (1.24)
all adv. actions (only task 3)
2.67 (1.78)
Table 3. User actions taken during tasks

Task
Health
Plagiarism
Java
Total

avg. (stdv.)
without sugg.
51.33
51.67
23.25
—
—
3.75
0.50
0.92

(19.89)
(28.50)
(14.18)
(—)
(—)
(3.89)
(1.73)
(1.56)

t

Welch’s t test
df
p

-0.82
1.78
2.52
—
—
3.02
2.99
0.37

17.01
18.49
21.95
—
—
18.00
12.58
21.73

0.423
0.092
0.019
—
—
0.007
0.011
0.716

2.33 (2.31)

2.19

21.03

0.039

1.16 (1.34)
1.33 (1.44)
1.25 (1.29)
(suggestions for

2.84
3.24
2.48
tasks 1

17.26 0.011
16.52 0.005
21.52 0.021
and 2).

avg. (stdv.)
avg. (stdv.)
Welch’s t test
with sugg.
without sugg.
t
df
p
8.25 (5.64)
3.00 (2.95)
2.86
16.61
0.011
14.92 (5.30)
8.25 (7.62)
2.49
19.63
0.022
2.42 (1.78)
1.42 (1.62)
1.44
21.81
0.165
25.58 (9.61)
12.67 (8.95)
3.41
21.89
0.002
Table 4. Average number of relevant documents saved.

Health and Plagiarism tasks (p = 0.011 and p = 0.022). There was no significant
difference in performance for the Java search task.
It seems that, although the search suggestions did help users to search more
successfully, the assistance doesn’t help for all tasks.
Research question 2. The second question concerned the actions that users perform during their search. The hypothesis was that users in the assisted group
would employ advanced tools and search options of Daffodil significantly more
often than users in the unassisted group.
Evaluation of the search logs showed no statistically significant differences
between both groups with regards to moves to change the query by adding or
removing terms or boolean operators, correcting the spelling of a term, re–using
a previous query, replacing one or more terms, or replacing the entire query (see
table 2). However, the differences for the later two moves were only barely not
significant: users in the unassisted group replaced query terms on average 16.92
times per search versus 11.08 times (p = 0.055) and replaced the whole query
1.31 per search versus 0.83 times (p = 0.062).
On the other hand, assisted users restricted their queries with the year field,
switched between free–text and title fields, or used the author field significantly
more often then users in the other group (7.08 vs. 0.92, p = 0.001). In fact,

even though users in both groups received the same written introduction to the
fielded search interface, and all search fields were visible at all times, users in the
unassisted group generally ignored all other fields but the one chosen for their
first query (either “title” or “free–text”) and used this for all searches in all tasks.
The assisted group used less query moves in total, but instead employed more
advanced actions using the other tools of the system. No significant differences
could be observed in the use of the thesaurus for looking up more general or specific terms, or to get word definitions or synonyms. However, users in the assisted
group made significantly more use of the extraction capabilities of Daffodil, to
get new terms or common authors from result sets or relevant documents (4.91
vs. 0.5, p = 0.01). They also used more terms from other tools (like the displays
of related terms, extracted terms, the thesaurus, or the classification) directly in
their query (4.67 vs. 2.33, p = 0.039).
Research question 3. The last question examined was, if users of the suggestion
tool would independently use advanced search actions after having seen them
suggested for previous tasks. While this can really only be answered with a long–
term experiment, a first test was done as part of this user experiment. For the
assisted group, the suggestion tool was switched off for the last experiments, so
that no suggestions were displayed to the users.
While there was a clear drop in advanced actions used by the group between
tasks 2 and 3 (see table 3), they still used significantly more advanced actions
than the unassisted group (2.67 vs. 1.25, p = 0.02). Similarly, the usage of
additional search fields was higher among the users who had previously received
search suggestions (1.75 vs. 0.25, p = 0.004).
This could be interpreted as there being a slight learning effect from receiving
situationally appropriate suggestions, that led those users to employ them independently. Of course, the three tasks were performed in immediate succession,
so it remains unclear if they would retain this knowledge for future search tasks.
On the other hand, a more pronounced effect might have been observed during
a long term study, where searchers use the suggestion tool over a much longer
period of time than just during two 20 minute search tasks.

5

Summary and Conclusion

In this paper a system for providing adaptive search suggestions based on the
situations of previous users was presented. The system uses case–based reasoning
techniques and although it was implemented within the framework of the Daffodil search system for digital libraries, the basic principle is not dependent
on the search system used, and has also been adapted for Google web search
(implemented as an add–on for the open source browser Firefox) [2].
A user experiment was conducted to evaluate the suitability of the suggestion
system for helping nonexpert users to search more successfully and to utilise more
advanced tools and search tactics.
The results of the experiment were positive. Users with assistance were able
to search more successfully, as measured by the number of relevant documents

saved — at least for some tasks. It seems that not all tasks benefit from the
suggestions in their current form. If this results from a lack of suitable cases,
is due to the specific search task, or points to a more general problem of the
approach needs further examination. For those tasks where users were helped by
the suggestions, the differences were very significant (p = 0.011 and p = 0.022).
Furthermore, users who received suggestions used more of Daffodil’s tools
and a greater variety of search fields in their tasks. This hold true even for the
task which they performed unassisted. It would be interesting to examine how
these differences in tool use change during a longer experiment covering multiple
search sessions over several weeks. Additional analyses on the search and tool
use logs could be done, in particular to identify search tactics and strategies from
the query logs (as done e.g. in [9]). It is an open question if the use of search
suggestions leads users to more sophisticated search strategies.
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